Abstract. We construct x° 6 R N and a row-finite matrix T = {Tij (t)}i,jeN of polynomials of one read variable t such that the Cauchy problem x(t) = Ttx(t), x(0) = x° in the Frechet space R n has no solutions. We also construct a row-finite matrix A = {i4<j(i)}i,j6N of C°°(R) functions such that the Cauchy problem x(t) = Atx(t), x(0) = x° in R n has no solutions for any x° € R N \ {0}. We provide some sufficient condition of solvability and unique solvability for linear ordinary differential equations x(i) = Ttx(t) with matrix elements Titj(t) analytically dependent on t.
Introduction
Linear and non-linear ordinary differential equations in locally convex spaces were intensively studied during last decades (see e.g. [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ). By L(E) we denote the set of linear continuous operators on a locally convex topological vector space E and C{E) is the set of continuous maps T : R x E E, (t, x) i-> T t x linear with respect to x € E. Let T € C(E), f € C(R, E) and (t 0 , i°) 6 K x E. We consider Cauchy problems A solution of (1) is a map x € C 1 (J, E) defined in an interval I 3 to of R such that x(to) = x° and for any t € /,
x(t) = Ttx(t) + f(t), (i.e., we consider only strong solutions). When E is a Banach space, (1) is uniquely solvable in any interval containing io-For the more general case of Frechet spaces anything can happen. For example, for E = C°° [0, 1] , there exist T € L{E) and x° € E such that the Cauchy problem has no solutions and there exists T G L(E) such that for any xo G E, the problem (3) has an infinite dimensional affine space of solutions [13, 11] . On the other hand there exists a non-normable Frechet space E such that for any x L(E), (3) is uniquely solvable in any interval containing 0 [12]. As usual, N is the set of positive integers and Z+ is the set of non-negative integers. In this paper we consider afiine ordinary differential equations in the Frechet space E = R N of all real sequences with coordinate-wise convergence topology. It has been shown in [17, 6, 7] that for any T G L(R N ), any / G C(R, E) and any (t 0 , x°) G R x E, the Cauchy problem x = Tx + /, x(to) = x° is solvable in R. Note that for some operators T G L(R N ) the solution is non-unique. Operators T G L(R N ) for which (3) is uniquely solvable are characterized in terms of spectrum of T in [6, 7, 10]. In [18, 7] an example of T G £(R N ) and a; 0 € R N has been constructed for which the Cauchy problem (4) x{t) = T t x(t), x(0) = x° has no solutions. For any index set J and any T G L(R J ), we denote matrix elements of T as Ty (i.e., (Tx)i = YlTijXj).
It is well-known that the matrix of any T € L(R J ) is row-finite, i.e., for any j G J there exists a finite subset N(j) c J such that T jtk = 0 for any k € J \ N(j). For T G £(R J ), we denote matrix elements of T t € L(R J ) as T itj (t) (evidently T it j € C(R)). By £M(R n ) we denote the set of T € £(R N )'such that T nj = 0 for any n, j € N, j > n + k.
In this paper we construct x° G R N and T G C^ (R N ) with polynomial matrix elements such that the problem (4) has no solutions. We also construct T € £W(R n ) with T itj G C°°(R) for which (4) has no solutions for any x° G R N \ {0}. Note that the construction of our main example (Theorem 2.1) is based on a quite different idea compared with the mentioned examples from [18, 7] . We present some sufficient conditions of solvability and unique solvability of (1) There exists T G £M(R N ) such that T n>k G C°°(R) for all n, k G N and the equation 
x(t) = T t x(t)
has only identically zero solution in any interval containing zero. In particular, for any x° 6 R N \ {0}, the Cauchy problem (4) has no solutions.
Below we use the following notation: V is the algebra of polynomials of one variable t with real coefficients, A is the algebra of real-analytic realvalued functions on R, 1Z is the field of quotients r(t) = a(t)/b(t), where a,b € A. Let A be either A or V with the standard derivation OHO' and J be an index set. By M J A we denote the free left -¿-modules with generators Xj (j € J), i.e., The main property of D T is the following. Let T € £ a n(R' / ), n € N, Jo C J be a finite set, I be an interval of the real line and € A for any I 6 Jo and k € Z, 0 < A; ^ n. Then 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that
Dr] = ^rp k x k + aDx n , k=1 where p k E V do not depend on the choice of £ n , , £ n +2-Since a(to) ^ 0, for any p EV, we (solving a simple interpolation problem) can choose <7, r € P such that Iq -p = ar. Therefore there exist r k ,q k € V (I ^ k ^ n + 2) for which
fc=l fc=l According to (9) and (11) n
Formulas (12), (13) and (10) imply that D77 = C7 + Z.D7 and that a n+ z(Drf) = la. • Pick pairwise different t k G R \ {0} such that the set {t k : k G N} is dense in R. Let also
where j^-i = 4fc -2, j zk = 4fc -1 and jzk+i = 4fc'+1. (16) 71 = 2,3, ..., = Z4n-2 + a n _iX4"_i, 
D n x 1 = ri7 n + l n Dj n> where l n (t) = t-t n .
On the other hand (16) and (17) imply that for any n ^ 2,
£> n_1 x v (") = Dx 2n 2-2n = 7n> where </?(n) = 2n 2 -6n + 8. 
Hence, for any n € N, p n is a polynomial of degree at most n -1, uniquely determined by the vector x(0). Now we shall choose an appropriate initial value vector x°. Let = 1 and fix arbitrary for odd n ^ 3. According to (21) for n = 1, we can choose G R such that pi(0) = 0. From (21) and (15-17) it follows that there exist unique
2 -2n an< *
x 4n-2 suc^ that p n (0) = 0,... = 0 (these equalities are equivalent to a system of n linear equations with n variables having a triangular matrix with non-zero numbers on the main diagonal). Thus, there exists x° € R N such that for any solution x of (4) in an interval I 3 0, the polynomials p n (t) of (21) are identically zero. Therefore x\{t n ) = p n {t n ) = 0 for any n ^ 2 such that t n 6 I. Since {i n : n € N} is dense in R and x\ is continuous, we have that x\ = 0, which contradicts the equality £i(0) = = 1. Hence, (4) has no solutions.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
In the following lemma we use some elements of the mentioned construction from 
. Let a, b E R, b > a, n e N. Then there exists T = T X (N, a, b) € such that (LI) Tij(t) = 0 if i^n and Titj € C°°(R), = 0 for all i,j € N; (L2) x(a) = x(b) for any solution x of the equation x(t) = Ttx(t) in [a, b]; (L3) for any interval I C [a, b], any to € I and any x° € R N the Cauchy problem x(t) = Ttx(t), x(to) = x° has at most one solution in I; (L4) VX° € R N \ Zoo, VE > 0, the problem x(t) = Ttx(t), x{a) = x° has no
solutions in [a, a + e). (b -e,b] . 
Proof. Pick <p € C°°(R) such that <p(t) = 0 if t ^ a, <p(t) = 1 if t ^ b and <p(t) > 0 if a <t < b and consider the map T G £(R

(t) = T t x(t), x(b) = x° has no solutions in
Proof. Let U G L(R N ), (Ux) n =f^{n-j + l)!zj. Clearly U is invertible.
Condition (LI) for T l (n,-b,-a) implies (LI) for T. One can easily verify that for any interval I C [-6, -o], y is a solution of the equation y(t) = T}_ t (n, -b, -a)y(t) in I if and only if x(t) --U~1y(-t)
is a so-
lution of the equation x(t) = Ttx(t) in the interval -I. Since Ux ^ Zoo for any x G Z 00 \{0}, conditions (L2-L4) for T l (n, -b, -a) imply (L2), (L3) and (L4') for T. m
Now we can prove Theorem 2.2. Define T G £(R N ) by the formula r 0 if i -0 or |i| > 1/2; T/(n, 2 _n_1 ,2 _n ) if t G (2 _n_1 ,2 _n ], n = 2m + j G N,
where T l {n,a,b) and T° (n,a,b) are operators from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. According to condition (LI) for these operators, Tjj G C°°(R) for all j, j € N and T G £ [1 '(R N ) . Let x be a solution of (5) in some interval I 3 0. We have to show that x = 0. Without loss of generality I = [0, e) or I = (-e, 0] for some e G (0,1). We shall consider the case I = [0, e) (the second case is quite similar). According to the definition of T and (L2) for T 1 (n,a, b) and T°(n, o, 6), there exists y° G R N for which x(2~n) = y° for all n G N such that 2-" < e. Condition (L4) for T 1 (2n -l^-2 "^1" 2 ") implies that x(2" 2n ) G Zoo and (L4') for T°(2n,2 _2n -1 ,2 _2n ) implies that x(2~2 n ) is either 0 or unbounded for all sufficiently large n's. Therefore yo = 0. According to (L3), x is identically zero on any non-empty intersection [0,e)n[2 -n-1 ,2 -n ]. Thus, x = 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.3
For any n € N, let m(n) be the minimal natural number for which there exist (automatically unique) ro, ri,..., rm(n)_i € 1Z such that Moreover, since Tij = 0 if i G $'({n}) and j $ $' +1 ({n}), we have that the equations of (32) with k G are homogeneous (no </?' s appear). This fact together with (8), (29), (32) and (33) Since, substitution of x k instead of x k in (36) turns equations into identities, we have (x^'°)keA n is the solution of (36). Hence = Xn'° and therefore x^f = x^. This proves independence of x^ on M. Now we can denote Let us show that x = (x n ) ne N is the unique solution of (1) Consider the problem (31) for this M and some ip. Equation number n of (31) coincides with the equation number n of (2). Since x k = Xjf for k Ç. M we have n-th equation of (2) is satisfied for x k = x k . On the other hand if x is a solution of (1), then (x k ), k G M is the solution of (31) with ipi = xi for Z G M \ M. Hence x n = x n . Since n is arbitrary, we have that x is the unique solution of (1) . Any x n is a solution of an appropriate Cauchy problem (31) with analytic (p. Then if / G the mentioned theorem on analyticity of solutions of an ODE in R fe implies analyticity of x n . Hence, if / G •/4 N then the unique solution x of (1) belongs to _4 N . calculating x q+k+ i,x q+k+ 2, • • • one by one using (40). The only problem is that the denominators Ti^+i in (40) can vanish at certain points. So the task is to choose y in such a clever way that for any I ^ q + 1 and any zero ZQ G R of the denominator Ti^+i of multiplicity KO, the numerator in (40) has also a zero of multiplicity ^ fco in ZQ. We also have to take care of the initial value condition xj(io) = tf-For any 1 < m < k and n € N, let A™ be the set of zeros of r m<n = T q+m+nkiq+m+nk+k and A™ = A™ U {to} and I p{r m ,n, to) + 1 lf t -to,
where @ is the parameter defined by (37). Formula (39) implies validity of the first q initial value conditions. Initial value conditions for q + 1 ^ n ^ q + k (n is the number of the equation) are obviously equivalent to the equalities where Xj for q + 1 ^ j ^ q + k are defined by (38), (xj)j^q is the solution of (39) and Xj for j > q + k are defined one by one using (40), is infinitely differentiate and x is a solution of(l).
Corollary 2.5 follows from Theorem 2.4 and the uniqueness theorem for analytic functions. Let us prove Corollary 2.6. According to Corollary 2.5, it suffices to consider the case, when the set {I € N : T\j + i = 0} is infinite. In this case Theorem 2.3 implies unique solvability of (1).
Concluding remarks
1) Our example, proving Theorem 2.1, has a slightly stronger property, than stated in Theorem 2.1. Namely, for any to € R there exists x° € R N (depending on to) such that the Cauchy problem x(t) -Ttx(t), x(to) = x° has no solutions.
2) In Theorem 2.4 and its corollaries the condition / 6 C°°(R,R N ) can be replaced by the weaker condition / G C(R, R N ). We did not do it in this text because this little improvement of the result requires a significantly longer proof.
3) Let T G L(R n ) and E be the set of all x° G R N for which (3) has a solution x G Analyzing the proof of the existence theorem from [17] one can easily see that E is always a dense linear subspace of R N and that E = R n if and only if the Cauchy problem x = Tx, x(0) = 0 has only zero solution. 4) Linear dependence over 7Z in Theorem 2.3 is strictly weaker than the condition that the dual operator function T t * is uniformly locally algebraic [7] . Thus, in the particular case T £ £ an (R N ), Theorem 2.3 is stronger than Theorem 3 of [7] . We would also like to mention some problems concerning linear ODEs in R N which remain open.
PROBLEM 7.1. Does there exist T E £(R N ) for which the differential equation x(t) = T t x(t) has no non-zero solutions in any interval of R? PROBLEM 7.2. Does there exist T € £ an (R N ) such that for any x° e R N \{0), (4) has no solutions? PROBLEM 7.3. What is minimum k m \ n of fc's for which there exists T 6 £ an (R N ) n £[ fc l(R N ) and x° € R N such that (4) has no solutions? Note that 2 ^ /c m in < 4 according to Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.6. PROBLEM 7.4. Do there exist k e N, x° e R N and T G £(R N ) for which T itj are polynomials of degree not exceeding k and the Cauchy problem (4) has no solutions?
